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Abstract

The area to the north of Ellesmere Island and Greenland contains the Arctic’s thickest ice and it is predicted to be the last to

lose its perennial ice, thus providing an important refuge for ice-dependent species. There is however evidence that this Last

Ice Area is, like the entire Arctic, undergoing rapid changes that may reduce its suitability as a refuge. During May 2020, a

polynya developed to the north of Ellesmere Island in a region where there are no reports of a previous development during

May. We use a variety of remotely sensed data as well as atmospheric models to document the evolution and the dynamics

responsible for the polynya. In particular, we argue that anomalously strong divergent winds associated with an intense and

long-lived Arctic anti-cyclone contributed to the development of the polynya as well as a similar previously unreported event

in May 2004.
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Key Points: 9 

• During May 2020, a polynya with an area in excess of 3,000 km2 developed in the Last 10 
Ice Area to the north of Ellesmere Island. 11 

• There are no previous records of a polynya previously forming in this region during May. 12 

• We argue that strong divergent winds associated with an intense anti-cyclone were 13 
responsible for the development. 14 

  15 
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Abstract 16 

The area to the north of Ellesmere Island and Greenland contains the Arctic’s thickest ice and it is 17 
predicted to be the last to lose its perennial ice, thus providing an important refuge for ice-18 
dependent species. There is however evidence that this Last Ice Area is, like the entire Arctic, 19 
undergoing rapid changes that may reduce its suitability as a refuge.  During May 2020, a polynya 20 
developed to the north of Ellesmere Island in a region where there are no reports of a previous 21 
development during May.  We use a variety of remotely sensed data as well as atmospheric models 22 
to document the evolution and the dynamics responsible for the polynya.   In particular, we argue 23 
that anomalously strong divergent winds associated with an intense and long-lived Arctic anti-24 
cyclone contributed to the development of the polynya as well as a similar previously unreported 25 
event in May 2004. 26 

Plain Language Summary 27 

A polynya is an area of open water in a region that is normally ice covered.  The absence of ice 28 
allows for the exchange of energy between the atmosphere and ocean as well as supporting a 29 
complex ecosystem. The Last Ice Area (LIA) is the region north of Greenland and Ellesmere Island 30 
that contains the Arctic’s oldest and thickest ice.  It is also predicted to be the last region to lose 31 
its multi-year ice thus providing a refuge for ice dependent species.  There is evidence that the LIA 32 
is also experiencing a thinning ice cover that may reduce its reliance to ice loss.  In this paper, we 33 
describe the development of a polynya during May 2020 to the north of Ellesmere Island where  34 
such events have not been previously observed.  We argue that anomalous winds associated with 35 
an intense Arctic anti-cyclone were responsible for the event.  We also identify a similar but 36 
smaller event during May 2004 that was associated with stronger wind forcing as compared to the 37 
2020 event.  We argue that is consistent with what would be expected to occur as a result of 38 
thinning ice.  This suggests that such events may become more common in the future.  39 

 40 

1 Introduction 41 

The Arctic Ocean’s oldest and thickest ice lies along an arc to the north of Greenland and 42 
the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (Bourke & Garrett, 1987; Maslanik et al., 2011).  Over the period 43 
1979-2019, ice in this area has an average thickness in excess of 4m and an average age in excess 44 
of 5 years (Moore et al., 2019).  Climate models suggest that this area will be the last to lose it 45 
multi-year ice (Laliberté et al., 2016; Notz & Community, 2020) thus providing a refuge for ice 46 
dependent species and, this region is now referred to as the Last Ice Area or the LIA, (Pfirman, 47 
2009; Moore et al., 2019).  Indeed, the Government of Canada has recently established the 48 
Tuvaijuittuq, Inuktitut for the ‘the place where the ice never melts’ Marine Protected Area north 49 
of Ellesmere Island to help conservation efforts in the LIA (Government_of_Canada, 2019). 50 

There is however evidence that the LIA is also undergoing rapid changes and is not as 51 
homogeneous a region as previously thought (Loewen & Michel, 2018; Moore et al., 2019).  For 52 
example, the loss of LIA’s ice mass is twice the basin average while ice motion in the western 53 
LIA, to the north of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, is increasing at twice the basin average 54 
(Moore et al., 2019).  In addition, there has been a recent doubling in the ice area flux along Nares 55 
Strait, the major pathway along which multi-year ice leaves the LIA as well as a weakening in the 56 
ice arches along the strait that modulate this export (Moore & McNeil, 2018; Moore et al., 2021). 57 
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This suggests that the LIA may not be as resilient to climate change as previously thought (Moore 58 
et al., 2019; Schweiger et al., 2021). 59 

As is the case in other regions (Trenberth et al., 2015), it remains a challenge in the Arctic 60 
to distinguish the impacts of inter-annual variability from those associated with a changing climate.  61 
During February 2018, a polynya formed in the Wandel Sea in the eastern LIA, a region where 62 
polynyas have not been previously observed (Moore et al., 2018). It was argued that anomalous 63 
wind forcing rather than thinning ice was responsible for the development of the polynya and that 64 
even with ice thicknesses typical of the region in the late 1970s, the polynya would still have 65 
developed.  August 2020 saw record low ice concentrations in the Wandel Sea that resulted in the 66 
German Icebreaker Polarstern transiting through the region, that typically has some of the thickest 67 
ice in the Arctic,  as part of the MOSAiC experiment (Schweiger et al., 2021).  Schweiger et 68 
al.(2021)  argued that this anomaly was the result of the long-term trend towards a thinner ice pack 69 
in the region as well as advection of ice out of the region by anomalous winds associated with an 70 
anti-cyclonic circulation across the Arctic and summer melt. 71 

In this paper, we report on a polynya that developed within the LIA to the north of 72 
Ellesmere Island during May 2020.  Flaw leads, elongated regions of open water that develop 73 
along the interface between land fast and pack ice (Barber & Massom, 2007) are common in the 74 
region. Indeed Peary’s progress towards the North Pole during February and March 1909 was 75 
delayed as a result of a large flaw lead that developed north of Ellesmere Island (Peary, 1910).  76 
However, the development of a polynya in this region has never been reported previously.  We use 77 
a variety of remotely sensed sea ice products as well as atmospheric model data to document the 78 
evolution of the polynya and show that it was most likely the result of anomalously strong winds 79 
associated with an intense Arctic anti-cyclone.  We also show that a similar event also occurred in 80 
May 2004 under similar atmospheric flow. 81 

2 Data 82 

 A variety of remotely sensed products were used to characterize the development of the 83 
May 2020 polynya and place this development in a longer-term context.  True-color satellite 84 
images with a resolution of 250m from the MODIS instrument  (Hillger et al., 2011) will be used 85 
to visualize the development of the polynya.  Sea ice concentrations  derived from  AMSR-(E/2) 86 
passive microwave data using the ARTIST sea ice (ASI) algorithm will be to characterize and 87 
quantify the polynya (Spreen et al., 2008).  During May, the data is available daily at a spatial 88 
resolution of 3.125km from, with some disruptions, 2003-2020. The high spatial resolution of this 89 
dataset, resulting from the presence of 89Ghz channel on the AMSR instrument, was critical to 90 
resolving the polynya, something not possible with the lower resolution sea ice concentration 91 
datasets, such as the National Snow and Ice Data Center’s Climate Data record (Peng et al., 2013). 92 
Sequential pairs of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery with a resolution of 100m from the 93 
RADARSAT-1 satellite (Singhroy & Charbonneau, 2014) and with a resolution of 40m from the 94 
Sentinel-1 satellite (Torres et al., 2012) were used within the Environment and Climate Change 95 
Canada Automated Sea Ice Tracking System (ECCC-ASITS) that uses  the Komarov and Barber 96 
(2013) automated tracking algorithm. 97 

 The ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) will be used to characterize the surface 98 
meteorology during the life-cycle of the polynya.  The ERA5 is available at a one hour temporal 99 
resolution and an ~30km horizontal resolution from 1950-2020. The ERA5 is based on the 100 
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European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts’ (ECMWF) Integrated Forecast System  101 
(Hersbach et al., 2020).  The current operational analysis at the ECMWF is available at a 6 hour 102 
temporal resolution and a  horizontal resolution of ~ 9km from 2016 onwards (Holm et al., 2016).  103 
The operational analysis, referred to as the ECOA, shares many of the same parameterizations with 104 
the ERA5 and so it can be used to assess the impact that model resolution has on the representation 105 
of high impact meteorological events. 106 

3 Results 107 

The polynya that is of interest developed to the north of Ellesmere Island in a region of 108 
climatologically thick ice (Fig 1). MODIS imagery indicated that the polynya was preceded by the 109 
occurrence of several large meridionally oriented leads on May 13 2020 to the west of 80oW (Fig 110 
1b).  One day later on the 14th (Fig 1c), the complex had evolved to include a flaw lead along the 111 
coast that was associated with a large lead that extended northwards of 84oN along 75oW.  The 112 
flaw lead and its northwards extension into the pack was ~500km long and at its widest was ~10km 113 
wide.  On the 15th (Fig 1d), this lead continued to evolve reaching a maximum width in excess of 114 
30km. On subsequent days, cloudy skies in the region restricted the ability to visualize the 115 
development of this feature using MODIS imagery.  On May 28 (Fig 1e), the lead complex and 116 
polynya had closed. 117 

Quantitative information on the polynya’s evolution and the statistics for open water in the 118 
area of interest is provided by the ASI dataset. The initial development of the feature of interest, 119 
on May 13-15 (Fig 2a-c) is consistent with the visible imagery shown in Figure 1. By May 19 (Fig 120 
2d), a quasi-elliptical polynya had evolved out of the elongated lead present on the 15th (Fig 1d 121 
and Fig 2c).  The polynya had a major axis of ~100km and a minor axis of ~30km.  Over the next 122 
few days, the polynya retained its shape (Fig 2e) before finally closing on the 28th (Fig 2f). 123 

The time series of the area of open water in the region of interest during May 2020 (Fig 124 
2g) provides additional information on the evolution of the polynya.  The rapid opening of the 125 
polynya on May 15th is evident as well as its sudden closing on May 26.  Statistics on the area of 126 
open water in the region, as determined for the period 2003-2021, indicate that this event was 127 
clearly anomalous with the area of open water far exceeding two standard deviations above the 128 
mean for this period of the year.   129 

A longer-term context for the unique nature of the May 2020 event is provided by the 130 
monthly mean area of open water in the area of interest during May for the entire period of the 131 
ASI dataset, 2003-2021 (Fig 2h).  Typically the area of open water during May in the region is less 132 
than 160km2.  May 2020 is the only year in which the area of open water exceeds 2 standard 133 
deviations above the mean. May 2004 is the only other year where the area of open water exceeded 134 
1 standard deviations above the mean.  Supplementary Figure 1 shows that this event also evolved 135 
out of a flaw lead but did not extend as far north as the 2020 event.  There also appears to a 136 
tendency towards larger openings recently.  For example, the years with the 3rd, 4th and 5th largest 137 
areas of open water  all occurred after 2014. 138 

Figure 3 provides information on the sea ice motion derived from the Sentinel-1 SAR 139 
imagery during May 2020.  During the period of the polynya’s opening, May 14 and 15 (Fig 3a&b), 140 
there is a marked difference in ice motion to the east and west of the area where the polynya 141 
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developed.  In particular, to the east of ~75o W, there is little or no evidence of ice motion, while 142 
to the west, the ice is moving towards the southwest with speeds in excess of 15 km/day.  A similar 143 
pattern of divergent ice motion occurred during the May 2004 event as well (Supp Fig 1). The time 144 
series of the components of the ice motion, derived from all the available Sentinel-1 SAR data for 145 
May 2020 (Fig 3c&d), for the two halves of the region of interest, i.e. east and west of 75oW, 146 
confirm the contrast in the mobility of the ice. In addition, one can see that the period of large ice 147 
motion is confined to the 14th and 15th, the time that the polynya was opening up (Fig 2g). After 148 
the opening and up to May 23rd, divergence in ice motion remained with southwestward motion to 149 
the west of 75oW.  After this time, the direction of the motion reversed contributing to the closing 150 
of the polynya on the 26th. 151 

The period of the polynya development during May 2020 was characterized by high sea-152 
level pressures, as compared to climatology (Supp Fig 2) in the western Arctic that were associated 153 
with a long-lived anti-cyclone that propagated across the Arctic Ocean (Fig 4a&b). On the day that 154 
the polynya opened - May 15, 2020 - the location and strength of the anti-cyclone was such as to 155 
result in strong southwesterly flow across the region of interest (Fig 4b). The center pressure of 156 
the system was identified for the period of its existence as a well-defined circulation system, 11 157 
GMT on May 11 to 21 GMT on May 16 (Fig 4c).  The anti-cyclone reached is maximum strength 158 
on the 14th and 15th, the period during which the polynya opened (Fig 4g).   159 

To place the development of this anti-cyclone into a longer-term perspective, the maximum 160 
sea-level pressure within a 500km radius of the system’s center along its track was determined for 161 
each year from 1950 to 2020.  These values were used to define the mean and standard deviation 162 
of the sea-level pressure along this track.  This climatology clearly indicates that during the sea-163 
level pressures associated with the May 2020 anti-cyclone were two standard deviations above the 164 
mean. 165 

Considering the region of interest, the sea-level pressure and 10m wind fields at 00 GMT 166 
on May 14 and 15 as represented in the ERA5 reanalysis and the ECOA (Fig 5a-d) show the 167 
presence of northeasterly flow along the northern coast of Ellesmere Island that is the result of  the 168 
pressure gradient associated with the anti-cyclone identified above.  A ridge that developed over 169 
the eastern half of the region of interest contributed to the pronounced zonal gradient in 10m 170 
windspeed.  The 10m wind speeds were higher and this gradient more pronounced in the higher 171 
spatial resolution ECOA product as compared to the ERA5 reanalysis.  Information on the extent 172 
of open water associated with the flaw lead and polynya are also shown and one can see that these 173 
features are generally aligned with the region where there is an acceleration in the 10m wind speed. 174 

Finally, time series of the components of the 10m wind averaged over the region of interest 175 
(Fig 5e-f), clearly show the elevated northwesterly winds during the period of the polynya’s 176 
opening on the 14th and 15th.  A comparison with the climatology shows that the zonal component 177 
of the 10m wind during the period of the polynya’s opening exceeded the mean by two standard 178 
deviations while the meridional component exceeded the mean by standard deviation.  179 
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Supplementary Figure 3 shows that a similar synoptic circulation and 10m wind speed evolution 180 
also occurred during the May 2004 event. 181 

4 Conclusions 182 

Flaw leads are known to develop throughout the LIA (Peary, 1910; Barber & Massom, 183 
2007).  Apart from a polynya that developed in February 2018 over the Wandel Sea on the eastern 184 
boundary of the LIA (Moore et al., 2018), there have been no reports of the formation of polynyas, 185 
especially to the north of Ellesmere Island in the center of the LIA.   In this paper, we describe 186 
such a development during May 2020.   187 

Visible satellite imagery (Fig 1b-e) as well as sea ice concentration derived from passive 188 
microwave satellite data (Fig 2a-f) both indicate that the polynya was preceded by the formation 189 
of an elongated flaw lead to the west of 75oW that developed on May 14 2020.  A day later on the 190 
15th, the flaw lead began evolve into a polynya that had an area of ~2,000-3,000 km2 and that 191 
persisted for 10 days before closing on the 26th.  At its maximum extent, it was elliptical in shape 192 
with a major axis of ~100km and a minor axis of ~30km. 193 

Based on sea ice concentration from 2003-2020, this region does not typically have more 194 
than ~160km2 of open water and the 2020 event exceeded the mean by many standard deviations 195 
(Fig 2g).  Based on monthly mean values over the period of the ASI dataset, 2003-2020, this was 196 
the largest area of open water on record and exceeded the monthly mean climatology by more than 197 
2 standard deviations.  A smaller event that exceeded the monthly mean climatology by more than 198 
1 standard deviation occurred in 2004.  The evolution of this event was similar to that in 2020 with 199 
exception that it did not extend as far north (Supplementary Figure 1).  200 

Ice motion data derived from Sentinel-1 SAR imagery (Fig 3) showed that the polynya 201 
developed along the boundary between stationary ice to the east and rapidly moving ice to the 202 
west. During the ~2 day transition from lead to polynya, the ice pack was moving with speeds up 203 
to 20 km/day, a speed consistent with the polynya’s minor axis of ~30 km.   204 

The region of interest is situated with a saddle point in the climatological sea-level pressure 205 
field resulting in low wind speeds and ice motion (Supp Fig 2). The development of both the 2020 206 
and 2004 events were associated with intense and long-lived Arctic anti-cyclones, with maximum 207 
sea-level pressures of ~1048mb (Fig 4a&b; Supp Fig 3).  In the case of the 2020 event, the central 208 
pressure of the anti-cyclone exceeded climatology by more than 2 standard deviations.  Along the 209 
coast of northern Ellesmere Island, the impact of the anti-cyclones were strong southwesterly wind 210 
with windspeeds of up to 16 m/s that exceeded the mean by over 2 standard deviations (Fig 5 and 211 
Supp Fig 3).  In both cases, the presence of a ridge over the eastern half of the region of interest 212 
resulted in a zonal gradient in wind speed, with higher wind speeds to the west, that aligned with 213 
the location of the polynya development.  The ECOA product with its horizontal resolution of 214 
~9km, was better able to represent this gradient as compared to the ERA5 reanalysis with its 215 
horizontal resolution of ~30km.   216 

This east-west gradient in wind speed and its associated divergence is most likely the 217 
reason of the development of the polynya. The thinner ice to the west of the region of interest (Fig 218 
1a) also contributed to the development.   It is interesting to note that wind speeds were higher 219 
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during the 2004 event and yet the resulting polynya was smaller than that in 2020 (Fig 2g; Supp 220 
Fig 1a). A possible explanation is that the trend towards thinner ice that is occurring within the 221 
LIA (Moore et al., 2019) contributed to the larger polynya in 2020 despite weaker forcing.  In this 222 
regard, it was also noted that there is a tendency for larger areas of open water in the region during 223 
May since 2014.  In this respect, it appears that these events during May are fundamentally 224 
different from the February 2018 Wandel Sea polynya, where wind dynamics alone and not 225 
thinning ice were responsible for that development. 226 

The May 2020 event, when compared to that in May 2004, provides additional evidence as  227 
to the changing nature of sea ice within the LIA as well as the importance of synoptic weather 228 
systems in forcing extreme ice events in the region. 229 
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 292 

Figure 1) Regional setting for and MODIS imagery of the May 2020 polynya event. a) 293 
Climatological mean sea ice thickness (m) during April 2002-2020 from the merged AWI CS2-294 
SMOS dataset with the region of interest indicated by the polygon.  MODIS visible imagery in the 295 
region of interest on May: b)13; c) 14; d) 15; and e) 28 2020. 296 

Figure 2) Evolution of sea ice during the May 2020 polynya event.  Sea ice concentration (%) on 297 
May: a)13; b) 14; c) 15; d) 19; e) 22 and f) 28 2020. g) Time series of the area of open water (103 298 
km2) in the region of interest during May 2020. h) Time series of the monthly mean area of open 299 
water (103 km2) in the region of interest during May 2003-2021.  In g) and h), the climatology 300 
based on 2003-2021.  301 

Figure 3) Sentinel-1 SAR imagery and ice motion during the May 2020 polynya event.  SAR 302 
imagery and ice motion (km/day) on May: a)  14 and b) 15 2020. Time series of the: c) zonal and 303 
d) meridional components of the ice motion (km/day) over eastern (blue curves) and western (red 304 
curves) halves of the region of interest during May 2020. 305 

Figure 4) Evolution of the synoptic-scale circulation over the Western Arctic Ocean during the 306 
May 2020 polynya event. Sea-level pressure (mb-contours), 10m winds (m/s-vectors) and 10m 307 
wind speed (m/s-shading) from the ERA5 reanalysis at 00 GMT on May: a) 11 and b) 15 2020. c) 308 
The time series (black curve) of the central pressure of the high-pressure system identified in a) 309 
and b) with the climatology (blue curves) based all grid points within 500 km of the center of the 310 
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high-pressure system during the period 1950-2020. In a) and b), the region of interest is indicated 311 
by the polygon. 312 

Figure 5) Evolution of the mesoscale circulation during the May 2020 polynya event. The sea-313 
level pressure (mb-contours), the 10m wind (m/s-vectors) and the 10m wind speed (m/s shading) 314 
at 00 GMT May 14 2020 from the: a) ERA and b) ECOA and at 00 GMT May 15 2020 from the: 315 
c) ERA5 reanalysis and d) ECOA.  Also shown with the white contours is the 80% sea ice 316 
concentration isocontour from the ASI dataset. The time series of the: a) zonal and c) meridional 317 
components of the 10m wind from the ERA5 reanalysis during May 2020 for the oceanic portion 318 
of the region of interest.   The climatology is based on 1950-2020. 319 
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 323 



b) c)

d) e)

Figure 1) Regional setting for and MODIS imagery of the May 2020 polynya event. a) Climatological mean 
sea ice thickness (m) during April 2002-2020 from the merged AWI CS2-SMOS dataset with the region of 
interest indicated by the polygon.  MODIS visible imagery in the region of interest on May: b)13; c) 14; d) 
15; and e) 28 2020.
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Figure 2) Evolution of sea ice during the May 2020 polynya event.  Sea ice concentration (%) on May: a)13; b) 
14; c) 15; d) 19; e) 22 and f) 28 2020. g) Time series of the area of open water (103 km2) in the region of inter-
est during May 2020. h) Time series of the monthly mean area of open water (103 km2) in the region of interest 
during May 2003-2021.  In g) and h), the climatology based on 2003-2021. 
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Figure 3) Sentinel-1 SAR imagery and ice motion during the May 2020 polynya event.  SAR imagery and ice 
motion (km/day) on May: a)  14 and b) 15 2020. Time series of the: c) zonal and d) meridional components 
of the ice motion (km/day) over eastern (blue curves) and western (red curves) halves of the region of interest 
during May 2020.
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Figure 4) Evolution of the synoptic-scale circulation over the Western Arctic Ocean during the May 2020 polyn-
ya event. Sea-level pressure (mb-contours), 10m winds (m/s-vectors) and 10m wind speed (m/s-shading) from 
the ERA5 reanalysis at 00 GMT on May: a) 11 and b) 15 2020. c) The time series (black curve) of the central 
pressure of the high-pressure system identified in a) and b) with the climatology (blue curves) based all grid 
points within 500 km of the center of the high-pressure system during the period 1950-2020. In a) and b), the 
region of interest is indicated by the polygon.
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Figure 5) Evolution of the mesoscale circulation during the May 2020 polynya event. The sea-level pressure 
(mb-contours), the 10m wind (m/s-vectors) and the 10m wind speed (m/s shading) at 00 GMT May 14 2020 
from the: a) ERA and b) ECOA and at 00 GMT May 15 2020 from the: c) ERA5 reanalysis and d) ECOA.  Also 
shown with the white contours is the 80% sea ice concentration isocontour from the ASI dataset. The time series 
of the: a) zonal and c) meridional components of the 10m wind from the ERA5 reanalysis during May 2020 for 
the oceanic portion of the region of interest.   The climatology is based on 1950-2020.
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Supplementary Figure 1) Evolution of sea ice  in the region of interest during the May 2004 polynya event north 
of Ellesmere Island.  a) Sea ice concentration (%)   from the ASI dataset  on May 10 2004. b) SAR imagery and  
ice motion (km/day) on May 11 2004. c) Time series (black curve) of the area of open water (103 km2)  in the 
region of interest during May 2004, the climatology (blue curves) is based on 2003-2021.
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Supplementary Figure 2) Climatological conditions in the western Arctic during May. a) sea-level pressure 
(mb-contours), 10 winds (m/s-vectors) and 10m wind speed (m/s-shading) from ERA5 1950-2020. b)Sea ice 
motion (km/day) from the NSIDC dataset 1979-2018; The region of interest is indicated by the polygon.
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Supplementary Figure 3) Meteorological conditions during the May 2004 event. a) The sea-level pressure 
(mb-contours), the 10m wind (m/s-vectors) and the 10m wind speed (m/s shading)  at 00 GMT May 10 2004 
from the  ERA5 reanalysis b) Same as a) except for the region of interes.  Also shown in a) and b) with the 
white contours is the 80% sea ice concentration isocontour from the ARTIST dataset. The time series (black 
curves) of the: a) zonal component and c)  meridional component  of the 10m wind from the ERA5 reanalysis 
during May 2004 for the oceanic region bounded by 82.5oN and 84.5oN and 90oW and 60oW.   The climatology 
is based on 1950-2020.


